
•2 A . Z

Present: Gardens UDF, Obs UDF, Claremont UDF, Koeberg Alert, Black 

Sash, COSG, Civil Rights League, Women’s Movement for Peace, UCT SRC, 

CAG.

1) Alternative Service Project

There was a report back on the ASP/Working for a Just Peace Campaign. 

The programme is mapped out as follows:

launch: 1st March - Organisational Workshop and release of brochure 

1st week of March - VIP forum and alternative cadets programme 

2nd week - *'JP poster

12 March - Open Forum to which all the Fast supporters will

During April the projects will take place and they will begin and end 

with "Projects" meetings. There will be a large public meeting to 

close the campaign at the end of April. In addition to the activities 

outlined here there will be pickets, press releases, presentation 

of demands etc. Projects which have been suggested include: environmental 

work; renovating haven cottages; clearing a playground at a school; 

panting gardens (veggies in small beds); assisting St. John's ambulance.

Ideas for creative action were a fun run, a Rag float and drama. There 

was some debate around the idea of the float because of the sexist 

( ) and frivolous nature of Rag. It was left to a group of the main

protaganists and antaganists to reach a compromise and report back 

to the next general body meeting.

2) Correspondence

A" magazine from Germany had been received with an article in it on 

ECC and an interview with Ivan.

The City Council has fined us R430.00 for taking down our posters. We 

decided to consult our lawyers in this regard.

The City Council has agreed to insert the word "commercial" into the 

pamphlet ban.

(
15 March 

22 March

be invited.

- Recruitment Drive including a weekend of petitioning

- Fete to launch the campaign publicly

3) Organisational Reports

CAG will be having a booth during Orientation A'eek, and Ivan will be 

talking at e meeting.



Civil Rights League have suggested that we be more careful with our 

terminology.

4) Sub-committee reports

Contact: Contact is organising the Organisational Workshop and Open 

Forum for WJP. There will be a newsletter coming out on the 24/2; they 

are working on parliamentary questions; a Jews for Justice meeting is 

b e m g  addressed. Mike and Laurie will be in Stellenbosch next week, and 

Laurie is speaking at a SAAK meeting.

Media: A logo and brochure for WJP are being worked on.

Schools; The Cadets Campaign was assessed in the School's committee.

They felt that the pamphlets had been successful, but the pickets too 

exclusive to a schools audience. The PAAG meeting and the Open Porum 

went well, press contact was good, but the cultural evening was not a 

great success.

Churches: They are working on a memorandum to the churches;and are 

visiting youth groups to discuss ASP.

Culture: Legal problems with the photographic exhibition are being 

investigated. Preparation for the film festival is going smoothly.

T-shirt prices are going up which cuold restrict the numbers that we 

print.

5) National Conference Report

A brief report of the conference was given. Assessments, finance, emloyee^ 

ASP, the role of the SADF,and plans for '86 were all discussed. Some 

of the plans are: a national publication; a 1987 HUGE cultural event.

( The PFP youth Southern Transvaal Chair addressed the conference re. 

national affiliation.

6) National Committee Report

Nic attended the NC. Issues discussed were: the U.S. tour and who should 

go because of probable hitches with the people who were previously 

going; the C.I.I.R. wants to employ someone to work on a publication, 

we suggested Barbara and liana; regions are to finance their own offices 

and we discussed how this could be donejthe national publication is to 

be initially housed in CT, we set up a group to work on a proposal; 

the 1987 (Jan.) is to be in CT and we asked Culture to come with a 

proposal.

7) Office

We have premises at 435 Main Rd. Observatory. We are trying to find



tenants for one small office and appealed to people to help us find 

them. Ihere is to be an office-warming party on Friday 21/2 and every 

one is to bring a present for the office.

8) General

* NUSA3 Head Office are moving and ECC people are to help clean 

the floor on Sunday 2 March because all our banner painting has 

taken its toll.

* Financial statements for the year are available

* Malan refused to answer a question asking how many conscripts 

had failed to report for duty in January. He said that the info 

had been misused by an organisation.

((

((



Present:Koeberg Alert, Black Sash, Womens Movement for Peace, Quakers, 
CAG, UDF area comms, Anglican BSR, Civil Rights League.

1. Correspondence
ivan has received more letters from overseas in support of his fas^
It appears that some people still think that he is in gaol. A poem 
written by someone in detention barracks has been sent to ECC and was 
read out at the meeting.

2. Organisational Reports
Organisations participating in ECC were asked to speak a little about 
their aims and activities. CAG is taking up the "Working for a Just 
Peace" campaign in a big way, and have recruited 60 members during 
Orientation Week. The UDF Claremont and Observatory area comms have 
come together and will be holding a 'Free Mandela' public meeting on 
11/3/86.

3. Subcommittee reports
a) Media1
"They are busy working on a banner for the campaign and have produced a 
poster and logo. They will be holding a media skills workshop
b) Schools
the schools committee has been making approaches to principals of 
various schools in an attempt to get'ECC a platform within the schools. 
They are producing a schools pamphlet.
c ) Churches
^ list of demands calling for an end to conscription and the provision 
of viable church and welfare-based alternative service to all conscripts' 
has been circulated to heads of churches.Their endorsement will lend 
support to the campaign.
d) Contact
Committee members have been hard at work approaching individuals and 
organisations about the campaign. The Calendar has come out , and an 
Open Forum has been organised.
e) Culture
They are busy working on the film festival and photographic exhibition.

4. Cultural Festival
Culture Comm reported back on their discussion of the festival, and said 
that they felt themselves unable to organise it. An ad hoc group was 
set up to investigate the project further and to give concrete proposals 
to the next general body, meeting.

5 .Stellenbosch
Expensive discussions have taken place amongst various groups at 
Stellenbosch, and a successful SAAK meeting’has been used to raise 
the issues of conscription. An ECC meeting~has been set up in Stellen 
bosch for the 4/3/86, and invitations have been sent out to people on 
the campus. CT ECC members are encouraged to go. It is hoped ttat an 
ECC working group will then be established at'stellenbosch.

6."Working for a Just Peace"
The campaign whici. has already been extensively motivated was considered 
under the following aspects:
ProjectsrThe projects themselves will run during the first th ee weeks 
of April, and include the following:
- work at the Bruce Duncan House
- renovations at the Community Arts Project
- environmental work (litter drives)



- teaching township residents to drive (under TEAM)
- work at an old-age home
There is an overall projects co-ordinator, but each project also has 
its own co-ordinator.
Recruitment
Recruitment forms are being drawn up indicating times and preferences 
for projects. Recruitment will begin at the Open Forum, and booths 
w ill be set up at St. Georges Cathedral on Saturdays, also at the 
Fun Run, and in shopping centres throughout the peninsula on Sat 22nd 
March. Part of our recruitment programme will be to administer the 
survey.
Campaign
^There will be a meeting to launch the projects on Tues 1/4 at Ron Con, 
and a closing meeting also at 8pm at Ron Con on Sun 21/4. Media for the 
campaign consists of a brochure, sticker t-shirts, poster, pamphlet 
for mass distribution, badges and peaked caps.

On Sat 1/3 ECC held a workshop to present the campaign to Organisations 
and the responses were most favourable.
On Thurs 13/3 the Open Forum will take place. This is the first public 
meeting of the campaign.
The RAG issue has been resolved by a mediation committee. ECC will set 
up a booth at RAG and pamphleteer the procession wearing WJP t-shirts.

Survey - a survey of public opinion around the demands of the campaign 
will be held throughout the campaign, and we envisage this to continue 
into May. Ultimately we will probably present the demands to the 
government.

Demands - Endorsement of our demands is being obtained from the heads 
of churches and various prominent individuals around the country. This 
will be used in a press release.

Fete - We are organising a fete to popularise the campaign on 5/4.
The fete committee is taking responsibility for coordinating the stalls.' 
Contributions from all ECC members for rummage and junk are requested.
For further information phone 477181.

Press is being co-ordinated by the press officer.

A mass public meeting to close the campaign is being organised for 
the end of April. Public speakers will possibly include Beyers Naude 
or Frank Chikane.

7. United States Tour
ECC has been asked to send a representative to the United States, to 
give evidence to the United Nations. We recommended Justin, Gavin and 
Janet.

8. Internal Education
A programme has been drawn up in consultation with the sub-comirs. The 
first event takes place on Thurs at 8pm and it is a workshop on security

9. General
- Philip Wilkinson appeared before the Board and was refused status as

a category 3 objector but offered categ. 1 which he refused. The 
first jewish objector went before the board and was granted categ.1 
for which he had applied.

- the next general body meeting will be on Tues.11 March.



Present; Koeberg Alert, Gardens and Obs UDF, Womens Movement for Peace, 
Anglican BSR, Civil Rights League.

Apologies: Black Sash, CAG

Organisational Reports
1. Organisational Reports
- Black Sash will be selling kites with slogans on them at the fair. 

They have arranged a book stall at which they will sell their own 
literature. The have decided to donate all the profit they make to 
ECC *

- There was support from the area committees for the campaign and the 
fair.

2. Sub-committee Reports
Media - the banner for the fair has been completed and the WJP poster 

is ready.
Culture - The Baxter has donated R200 for the film festival and some 

other funds may be available.
Contact - they have been making contact with other orgs. about WJP. 
Schools - have continued visiting schools. They need help with the 

programme at St.Josephs.
Churches - are approaching churches with a list of demands.

It was proposed that at the next meeting the sub-comms present more 
detailed reports, which include more long term projects as well as 
present work.

3. Working for a Just Peace
- media has been published, the brochure and the poster
- there is an Open Forum at 8pm at Ron Con on Thursday.
- there is pamphleteering on Sat. at the rag procession.
- on Sunday is the fun run in Sea Point.
P r o j e c t s Bruce Duncan House (3 projects)

- clean up Cowley House
- driving lessons
- litter drive
- CAP
- Day at Alexandra Institute
- paintint a mural
- visitins the aged

There are very nice ideas nationally for projects 
Fair:- the venue is Ron Con. People should please start taking in 
rummage (to Penny, Nuttall Rd. Obs, 4171947) and White Elephant to 
Steve (37 Armold St. Observatory). Books can be taken to the office.

4. Technikons
Someone has shown interest in initiating work in the techs. A couple 
of people volunteered to work with him and to try to see the potential 
for organising in the techs.

4. U*S. Tour
Gavin is the ECC person who will be going to the U.S. ECC has been 
invited to address a mass meeting on the same platform as the ANC. We 
discussed the issue and decided overwhelmingly that we would not do thi



5» Conference in France
ECC has "been invited to send a representative to a 2 day conference 
in France. The conference is being hosted by S.O.S. Racisme and it 
will focus on racism throughout the world. It is to be held on Ma ch 
21st and 22nd so we need to make a very quick decision as to who should 
go. The ex c had discussed it and made some suggestions. The general 
body then proposed that Janet, Dominic and Nic (in that order) be our 
recommendations from Cape Town.

6. Internal Education
20/3 at fton.Con. is the next seminar.

7. Stellenbosch
There was a very successful meeting in Stellenbosch last Tuesday 
which initiated further interest and led to the formation of a working' 
group to take up the issue of conscription.

8. General
T. There was a suggestion for a parents support group in ECC. Contact 

should look further into it.
2. The next meetingiis on Thurs 27 March, at 8pm at the Rondebosch 

Congregational Church.



Present: Black Sash, Quakers, Anglican BSR, UDF area committees, 
Conscription Action Group, WPCC, UCT SRC.

Apologies; Koeberg Alert, Civil Rights League

1. welcome and apologias

2. Organisational Reports
Black Sash thanked ECC for a most enjoyable fair. They still have kites
left over 200 of which they will sell to ECC. We plan to hold a kite
flying creative action on Fri 18th April in Sea Point.
te.kers were most pleased with the fair, and noted that many of their
posters were on display. They expressed strong support for the WJP
campaign.
Anglican BSR there are few active people in the area of conscription 
in BSR and one of them will be leaving soon.
UDF area committees are Holding an education forum on the first Wed. of 
every month at RON CON. The next session is on the history of the ANC. 
They expressed a formal vote of thanks for the 'best fair ever’. They 
put on a creative arts stall and are selling ‘Up Front' at the Baxter 
film festival and the exhibition.
CAG expressed admiration for the fair. They have been busy taking up 
WJP on campus.
WPCC We were very pleased to have the WPCC represented at the meeting.
A rep will be formally appointed at the next council meeting.

3. Subcommittee Reports
Cfontact; ECC has been Invited to address the Sash Muizenberg branch.
ECC demands around WJP are being taken up by the PFP youth, who are 
taking them to the PFP federal council. Next week Stellenbosch ECC will 
be formally launched with elections for positions. The parents group 
is being formed, and the next newsletter is nearly ready.
Culture: The opening of the photographic exhibition was a great success 
and the film festival is attracting great interest especially on UCT 
campus where the WAR series has been showing. A national ECC cultural 
weekend is planned for the 8th May in Grahamstown. On 26th April at
11.00pm at the Baxter in the foyer is the Cultural evening.
Churches; have just done a large mailing of ECC literature and are 
receiving some very positive responses. They are busy worfclryA out 
appropriate ways in which to approach the Bishops on ECC's demands.
Media are busy on a questionnaire to gauge the effectiveness of our 
advertising. They have compiled a list of progressive organisations 
for the WJP volunteers.
Schools are investigating the ban of ECC from government schools - 
apparently this is not an official ban and approaches for a platform 
at these schools are being made. A symposium on war is being considered 
for post-WJP, and resource packages for schools are being compiled.

4. Working for a Just Peace
Most of the major high profile events of the campaign are over, many of 
them being highly successful. These include the Open Forum, organisation 
workshop, the fun-run, projects launch and the fair. The projects 
themselves are well underway and approximately 300 people have volunt
- eered for them. Other major successes have included the positive 
image we have projected for ourselves, the manner in which we have



appropriated the notion of patriotisn and the participation of E C C’s 
member organisations. Problem areas include the lack of press 
publicity, not for want of trying, and the participation of fewer ECC 
people than expected. Organisations have been requested to write letters 
to the press and teletetters were also suggested. The Rally in the City 
Hall could require reassessment.A planning meeting is to be held and 
all interested ware invited to attend. It'was suggested that we push 
the alternative service angle of the campaign. We need to look at other 
creative actions.

5. ECC National Publication
A proposal has been circulated, which suggests a high quality 32 page 
publication coming out 4 times per year, 6 to 7ooo copies, and covering 
a wide range of analytical articles, satire and cartoons, arts, book and 
film reviews, short stories, a children's page etc. It is intended to 
appeal to a variety of constituencies. Feedback from subcommittees in
cluded reservations about reconciling a broad appeal with analytical 
debate, the need for a clearer definition of constituencies, the 
necessity to pall new activists into the task, and that the length may 
be a bit excessive. Hesitations were raised re. the workload involved 
in producing a slick publication. A group will collate these points 
with national feedback, restating the reasons for the publication, and 
report to general body. ^

6. Discussion on Democracy
After some points were raised in the schools committee all ECC subcomms 
discussed the issue of democratic processes and decision making in ECC. 
Feedback to tliis geiseifi] bodj* ja.ised the following issues;
* the roles of the executive and contact committee were questioned and 
clarity is needed of their current functions as well as discussion on 
future roles
* the position of ffront organisations in the End Conscription Campaign 
must be discussed, as well as the formal process of ratifying decisions- 
how will subcommittees be represented in this process
* while the organisational structure of ECC is a fully democratic one 
problems were raised with older activists being overbearing in manner. 
People are encouraged to join committees but often feel intimidated or 
unwelcome. The doors are open but you cant come through.
* we must beware of a 'line' being developed in ECC and of allowin? 
decisions to be made outside of democratic forums. Elitism is a back
ground issue that needs to be examined.
The matters raised fall into three categories: 1) structural democratic 
processes 2) personal behaviour of E C C  activists 3) relations b e t w e e n ™  
the front and the organisation.
It was mentioned that while some of these issues were quite sensitive 
the fact that they were raised and discussed is an example of the 
democracy already existing in ECC and is surely a most positive sign. 
Further discussion will take place at the next general body meeting 
which will start at 7pm to allow us more time to discuss these important 
questions.

7. Other items on the agenda were held back because the last discussion 
had been quite long. So International report, Cultural Festival and 
Assessment and forward planning will be discussed next meeting.

8. General
- a group is meeting to construct an advertising float for the rally
- a brainstorm session to launch the parents group is being held on 
15 May. '
- Thursday 17th is our next internal education session and it will deal 
with practical alternatives to conscription
- The next general body meeting is on 24 April at 7pm at the Rondebosch

Church



THURSDA Y 24 t h APRIL ^986 AT THE RONDEBOSCH ^ONGREG AT ION AL CHURCH BALL \- .1,1

Present: Koeberg Alert, WPCC, UDF Gardens and Observatory area committees, 
Quakers, UCT CAG

1. Subcommittees reports:

1.1 Media are busy preparing banners for the coming rally, and have been 
actively involved in producing WJP media.

1 .? ChurcheE have been busy assessing their role, and involved in collect
ing statements fi'cm heeds of churcnes.

1.3 School s have grown cons ids rati} tie ;:rt Vttf\ io i M  -v 
circulation to schools. A syrii-.osiun. is ir.v: r. •

1.4 Contact: Ivan is away overseas and con tec ; ti ? i. iL;

1.5 Culture have had a successful time at the lilt: festival, although 
attendance could have been better. An ECC stall has been at the Baxter 
during film festival shows. Preparations are underway for-the cultural 
evening at the Baxter on Saturday 26 April, which iE going to be a very 
large event. Bands playing include Pongolo and Simba Morri, Basil Coetzee 
and Amajint|u4.

2. Organisational reports:
The member organisations present were asked to give brief reports on the 
nature and extent of their work, and the manner in which they related to 
the issue of conscription.

3. Assessment of WJP/Sunday braal:
Feedback from iiCC member organisations on WJP has been very positive.
ECC has projected itself in a very favourable and constructive light and 
has made large advances in its constituency. A braai was held on Sun. 
evening for all volunteers on WJP, Input on the structure and function 
of ECC was given, and people were encouraged to join the subcommittees. 
Discussion on follow up to WJP was divided. While some felt that the 
positive image of WJP could be used further, others felt that it would 
detract from our central demands. A suggestion to hold a project on 
Sat 24 waE cancelled. It was decided to hold a meeting on Monday 5 May 
for all people interested in further projects. Phone lists of volunteers 
would be used. ThiE meeting would decide upon the future of possible 
projects.

4. National Committee:
The National Committee is meeting shortly and Nic, as chair, is our rep 
to NC. Agendas for the NC meeting were circulated (eee appendix). There 
was discussion on the following items:

4.1 Cultural festival: subcommittees put forward ideas for the festival 
at the end of the year. A report from Cape Town has already been drawn 
up and circulated for discussion.

4.2 Survey: due to the delay in national decision making re questionnaire 
it was suggested that the survey be implemented on 2 Saturdays in June 
prior to the July callpp.

4.3 July conference: debate was divided on the need for such a conference 
and the final decision was left to national committee.

»  ' *
4.4 International report: Nic spoke briefly about Janet and Savin's trips
overseas and thr responses they had received.

m .  xoTthQouto* » u t :
Preparations foFTifce 'ECC rally in the City Hall on 30 April are underway
Lists to assist with distribution of media were circulated. The speakers 
will be Nic for ECC, Bishop Tutu, Di Bishop, Jaco Malan, Philip Wilkinson 
and Trevor Manuel. Chippy will chair and security is to be handled by 
Justin. People are asked to come from 6pm to hall to assist with decoration.



6 . Weekend avav:
The executive was mandated to draw up a programme for the weekend, and ,
ail activists are eveouraged to diarise the weekend of 16/18. Venue is 
Habonim camp at Herrrianus.

7. Democracy in EQC:
A large pari of the meeting was set aside for the discussion on democracy 
in ECC. Items mentioned in the previous minutes were raised. The struct 
ural processes of decision making are not perceived as a major problem,
and ECC has set a high standard of accountability and involvement. 
Problems often emerge at a personal le vc-1. v.bv-'' * tsr are seen to
be overbearing, intimidating, or simply do net t 
skills.

Trie role of education emerged as a central issue - a monopoly on organisa 
tional experience and political knowledge often differentiates activists 
within ECC, and prevents people from being adequately informed about 
decisions that ere made. The way for ECC to address this is to look at 
education both inside and outside the subcommittees and ensure that skill 
are being disseminated. •

The role of leadership within organisation was mentioned, and affirmed as 
necessary and not contradictory with democracy. It was stressed that 
democracy is a two way process. The executive and contact committee will 
circulate a report on their structures and function to demystify their 
roles.

Questions concerning the front structure of ECC were left for another 
occasion.

8. Next meeting is on Thursday 8 May.



End Conscription Campaign
227/9 Khotso House 
42 De Villiers Street 
Johannesburg
2000 
Tel: :
Telex: 4-86519 S.A.
Tel: 337-6796

Greetings from Durban

Hi I ’m  writing this to formally have a note ofthe decisions 

we took at NC. Please follow up on them and remember a 

"phone call in tine saves nine".(sic)

We 11 h.ecc 3,oes:

1) A statement of ECC working principles will be drawn up 

by Jhb-based NC members together with Laurie.

2) Laurie is to work on a skills training package.

3) Afrikaans name: We agreed that on all Afrikaans media 

the following should appear:

ECC/END or ECC/BMD 

We need to assess whether this should be the case for 

media in English.

Note: A new prpposal from theJhb Afrikaans group is 

that we stick with the Afrikaans acronym END but use 

the phrase "Eindig nasionale militere diensplig. The 

motivation would be to maintain a snappy acronym, while 

more accurately reflecting what we stand for. It also 

means we would not'be calling for an end to "National 

Service". What does your region think?

4) The survey has been translated into Afrikaans and will 

be on its way to you soon.

5) Lri ’*ia is following up on aspects of the Delmas trial 

and the \ida Parker Newsletter with the "edda Council. 

We felt that a workshop on how to deal with harrasment 

would be useful either at the Conference or at the 

next NC meeting. Richard will hahdle it.



Regions are encouraged to run security workshops.

Regions snould see that affidavits are made on all incidences 

of harrasraent.

The national publication is going ahead and will be based 

aroubd a group in Cape .Town. Regions should think of ideas 

for a name and forward these to C.T. I will look into 

issues of distribution etc.

ClIR Publication: NC recomends that Barbara does the work.

We felt that there should be seperate SA and foreign editions 

This will be communicated to CIIR.

Research: Regions must pull together reviews of SADF 

activities in their regions.

Jhb is to find someone to research the N Tvl situation.

I will circulate a monthly compilation of key pressclips.

Philip: Regions were asked to translate and distribute a 

copy of the Zulu pamphlet as applicable to their regions.

I will do a support pamphlets

6000 copies of his statement are to bw produced.

Ideas for the trial were discussed.

Survey: IIolo on tnis as a national project for the moment 

but regions can get going with it if they wish. We can 

accelerate it after July and work towards a September comple

tion date.

VIP Demands: Regions must finalise signatures which should 

reach me by 5June. We can then release them to coincide with 

the call up campaign. They would be released together with 

the list of church nobs.

Questionaire to Welfare and Church Orgahisations: Regions 

are to draw up lists of local organisations and forwacd them 

to me. I've included a copy of the letter and the questionarr

July Call-Up Campaign: This will be decentralised with no 

central national campaign. Regions must let one another know



wha£ they are planning also exchange media ideas and allow 

for orders to be made. There was also the idea for a troops 

stayaway call at the time of June 16. Can regions discuss 

this?

14) Conference will be on July 19 and 20. Janet, Steve and I are 

to work on a venue. Laurie will pull the programme together.

15) Cultural Festival: Will be on 12 to 16 Decenber. Cape Tpwn 

is to establish aworking group. Regions must pull together 

ideas for potential participants and forward these to Nic by 

May 24. I will work on alist of options for a foreign speake 

r. Regions should forwared ideas about this to me.

16) Peace Walk: Regions must discuss the idea.

17) I3oto Exhibition: Regions must coordinate dates with Paula 

in C.T.

18) The idea for a Troops Out Campaign to be run witiji other org

anisations must be discussed in the regions. This could 

possibly coincide with the September anniversary of troops in 

the townships.

19) Px.egions must pull together a list of names of people doing 

research into the psychological effects of militarisation and 

forward them to me. Jhb is to look into the book being 

prepared by Brenda Goldblatt on this area.

20) We discussed Justin doing work for us when he is in Britain. 

We felt he could be used in a high profile way working with 

CIIR for the first month. Thereafter he should not appear 

publicly as an ECC rep but rather as aconscript from SA. If 

an ECC rep is required for anything he should check it out 

with us first.

21) Laurie and I will put together a regular newsletter.

22) R.egions must discuss an additional national organiser, as wel

1 as the alternative idea of regional organisers.



23) Greater effort should be put into campps coordination. Nic 

is to speak to Judy and NUSAS 110. The idea of the campus coo 

coordinator attending NC meetings needs to be discussed.

24) The womens' Question: Articles are to be circulated and 

regions must discuss.

25) Next NC meeting: The day before and two days after the confer 

ence, somewhere in the East Cape.

26) Shoo Exe

27) OK Bye

23) Love

29)



GRAHAMSTOWN ECC REPORT TO NATIONAL COMMITTEE, MAY 1986

Grahamstown ECC is still in the process of being launched. A committee was formed 

to organise the national ECC Troops Out campaign in Grahamstown last year. It had 

three subcommittees: Contact, Churches and Schools. During the campaign Khodes ECC 

was launched on campus. 12 delegates from town and campus attended the ECC National 

Congress in Durban at the beginning of the year. In February the Troops Out commit

tee was reconstituted as the Interim Grahamstown ECC committee with the specific aim 

of preparing for a launch, along with possible affiliates, late in May.

EXECUTIVE

Chair and Contact co-ordinator 

Treasurer:

Schools co-ordinator:

Churches co-ordinator:

Media co-ordinator:

Campus rep:

CONTACT AND CHURCHES COMMITTEES

Due to lack or person power contact combined with churches com. for the time 

being. At our first house meeting it became clear that internal education was a 

priority. Many of our committee members weren't confident about their knowledge 

of ECC and the issues involved.

A very successful workshop was held on 6/3, addressed by Pete Hawthorne and with 

input on ECC, Media coverage of SADF action, the defense act, schools, and the 

psychological aspects of militarisation. The last two issues fired the imagination 

of the 40 people present and were seen to be priorities for further action.

Contact Com. made contact with a variety of organisations (Black Sash, Laywers for 

Human Rights, Gradac, Grahamstown Talks, Round Table, Ministers Fraternal, Rape 

Crisis Centre, National Coun cil of Women and the PFP). Whereas few see themselves 

as potential affiliates, most are keen to provide a forum. (NB. Church organisations 

and PFP Youth are affiliated to Rhodes ECC on campus.)

Contact Committee is seen as a launching pad for further committees and a committee 

to draw new people in and aquaint them with the issues. A number of individuals 

have b/een recruited and Media Committee was set up and split of from Contact.

: Wilhelm Liebenberg 

Mike Kenyon 

Bridget Hilton-Barber 

Julia Denny 

Mark Beare 

Melissa de Villiers

A house meeting wi/th church hierarchy addressed b y Laurie on the 17/3 had a 

very disappointing turnout. Churches remains a difficuilt part of our constituency, 

though we have received keen support from Anglican clergy.

Due to lack of spontaneous public response to our media and meetings up till now, 

contact committee is seen as important, and housemeetings as an approach through 

which a lot of ground work is still to be done.

MEDIA COMMITTEE

Media Com. got itself together in time for our pamphlet blitz leading up to the 

WJP and did a good job.

SCHOOLS COMMITTEE

Up to this point ECC schools work has necessarily been of a low profile and fairly 

limited nature. Important gains have been made at the level of contact (with 

pupils and teachers) and laying groundwork. However, work has tended to be slow due 

to lack of person power and campaign constraints.

Schools Com. plans to have an educational "symposium" aimed at schoolchildren. It 

will be centred around broad themes of war and peace as linked to aspects of school 

syllabi. The symposium could establish ECC's legitimacy, enabling us to proceed more 

systematically and extensively within schools themselves; enable us to involve a 

range of sympathetic teachers’n formally approach head masters on a good basis; and 

raise ECC related issues among a wider range of school pupils.

Another important initiative has been the recent formation of a parents committee, 

following a groundswell of concern around issues of cadets and registration.

The parents group is not part of ECC, but includes ECC members, and aims to explore 

forms of action around military issues with school authorities and churches.

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

This committee was formed to plan the WJP and Launch program and involved the 

exec and some new recruits.

- A successful and highly spirited pamphlet blitz was held in town on 19/4.

- With the help of Laurie a WJP project was organised, involving the making of 

benches with workers from the woodwork co-op in Grahamstown on Sat. 20/4. To be 

continued the next Saturday.



WJP

Definite gains have been made in certain quarters by participating in the national 

Working for a Just Peace campaign. We changed our initial plan to merely publi

cise the campaign when we organised the bench making project. This type of activity 

seems to make a favourable impact on our liberal constituency. It also led to the 

establishment of firmer contact with township organisations and drew the campus 

and town ECC's closer together.

On the other hand we did not manage to draw new people into the project which 

ended up drawing personpower from the subcommittees to the detriment of the 

groundwork that has to be done to build up the organisation.

GENERAL

ECC in town is growing at a gradual but steady pace. One does not meet with the 

dramatic response from the public that some of the larger centres have experienced,

but that is perhaps to be exspected from a relatively conservative border town like

Grahamstown with a bit more than 3ooo white residents excluding students and scholars.

More ground work needs to be done to consolidate our organisational strenth.

Response from the township is very favourable. There is a keen interest in ECC.

We were invited to speak at a township funeral on 27/4 and it was a great pity 

that circumstances made this impossible.

FUTURE PROGRAM

During May we will be working towards a launch with a public meeting on the 28th.

This will involve

- a publicity campaign

-a blitz which will combine the national survey with pamphletering

- consolidating contacts with possible affiliates and meeting with them to 

finalise structures.

- a recruitment drive

- house meetings

- other media and cultural events.



RHODES ECC REPORT TO NATIONAL COMMITTEE, MAY 1986

1. Structure

2. ECC as a front: sub-committee reports

3. Ecc as an organisation

1. STRUCTURE

Rhodes ECC consists of a range of affiliated campus societies - Cathsoc, Ansoc, 

Methsoc, PFP Youth, SAUJS, NUSAS and EdAct - plus a number of interested in

dividuals. The organisations's working group is comprised of three sub-committees 

(media, culture and contact) while an administrative executive consisting of a 

chair, treasurer and secretary attend to bureaucracy and broad co-ordination.

Sub-committees meet regularly once a week and come together fortnightly for a 

general body meeting where the various projects of each are reviewed, overall 

direction of campaigns is planned and internal educative inputs can take place.

2. SUB COMMITTEE REPORTS

CONTACT: This subcommittee was formed at the beginning of the year and is res

ponsible for handling publicity liason work as well as building the front 

structure on campus and consolidating links with affiliate organisations. This 

group is also responsible for planning internal education.seminars for the 

broad group. Other projects include a resource centre for ECC material and 

research work on militarization, also an advice group which offers legal/rel

igious/ psychological aid.

This subcommittee has proved successful in drawing together the front and 

extending and strengthening ECC's links and credibility with a whole range of 

students previously outside the organisation's reach. H o wever, i n v olvement of 

the affiliate's membership in ECC activities, rather than just the attendance of 

affiliate reps, could be improved. Internal Education-also seems to be de-em- 

phasized in the course of a busy term and this very important area needs attention

MEDIA: This group attracted a number of new recruits and has worked well, 

managing to generate a constant ECC profile through the high quality media 

they produced. A series of statement posters on the WJP theme was followed by 

an 8-page newsletter on the WJP campaign which was very well received. Other 

media include pamphlets and flyers advertising other WJP activites, media for 

Orientation Week, while future plans include painting an ECC wall mural, t- 

shirts and producing a slide/tape show. Skills media-wise have been passed

on and the group is able to respond quickly and innovatively to demands.

CULTURE: Recruitid a large number of students, many of whom were new to 

organisation. The group's major activity last term was the organisation of a 

culture evening to launch the WJP campaign at a club in town. This was very 

well attended and an important step for ECC as nearly all the affiliates 

participated in some way or another. The legendary Koeksisters have been 

much in demand to sing at various campus functions (a May Day rally for 

instance) as well as being exported up to Jo'burg to perform at a Jodac 

culture evening. Immediate plans include programmes on the campus radio 

station and organising a weekend away for ECC culture groups nationally.

On the whole the sub-committees have been action-orientated and worked 

cohesively within each structure. ECC's profile has been built and various 

skills passed on within the groups. But a tendency to emphasize extending 

the front at the expense of reproducing the organisation as a cohesive 

strategising body has been identified. A lack of overall direction has 

meant the sub-committees tend to work somewhat in isolation from each other. 

This has meant we haven't provided ECC members with more than a basic grasp of 

ECC strategy and the arguments behind them - a problem which we hope will be 

addressed in the coming months.

3. ECC AS AN ORGANISATION

Key activites to date have been the initial recruitment drive around Orient

ation Week and the WJP campaign, which was taken up in conjunction with Town 

ECC.

ORIENTATION WEEK: Activities included a stall selling ECC paraphernalia and 

signing people up every day of the week; a cheese and wine for new members at 

which videos were shown; and a workshop for new members. We recruited about 

100 people, roughly half of whom are still with us as active members. The 

media on sale and up around campus attracted a lot of attention - and we made 

a lot of money!

WJP: This was launched by the Culture Evening mentioned above. Affiliate N U S A S  

held a seminar on 'Patriotism in the South African Context', with input by 

Wilhelm and Brendan Barry. A mass meeting on WJP and C O’s with input by P h i l i p  

Wilkinson and Pete Hathorn drew a disapointing turnout but stimulated a lot 

of debate from those who attended. Participation in a pamphlet blitz in town 

and in the bench-building 'Peace Project' proved useful in integrating the 

town and campus groups and generating a sense of ECC identity as a whole.

(As the project is continuing until May 4, a full assessment of the c a m p a i g n  

is pending until then).



Plans include taking up the May survey campaign - seen as an excellent way 

of pulling the group together around strategizing a blitz of the residences - 

and a focus week laying groundwork for the July Call-up Campaign, where it is 

hoped the balance between front and organisation outlined above will be addressed.

More contact with other campus groupings is an important area which we feel 

should be addressed, to share ideas and ways of overcoming common problems 

(ie the July Call-up Campaign fALLing largely during our mid-year vac). The 

election of a national campus contact person, in this light, is a useful idea.

On the whole, ECC is working well and growing in strength.
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NC PROPOSAL FOR A NATIONAL CAMPAIGN AROUND THE FEBRUARY CALL UP

In the light of the national assessment of ECC at the last NC 

meeting, we felt strongly that ECC is in dire need of another
C\(3vXl-oc~iOv\

big, ambitious campaign. We came up with some exciting ideas
* A

for a campaign around the February call up. What follows^for 

discussion in regions, is a record of the NC discussion.

Background and motivation

In assessing ECC nationally, the following were amongst the key

points that emerged : * etcc ^  ^  ^
fc-C, \X. vjcsieAc v>„<-nSL£-v \c. Co -

Ui v/'* vlrNS. O c c ^ -^vV X V 'o ^  ertrvOwx.
* It would be a mistake to think that the harassment of ECC, ® 

which app-efears to be lessening at the moment, is over. It is

quite possible that we will be subjected to further waves of 

harassment. We therefore cannot become too lax in our security;

* ECC has not been very successful in meeting the objectives of 

testing the Regulations, winning back legal space and

asserting itself publicly again. While most regions have had 

some public profile, and a couple have just or are about to run 

campaigns, we have not even come close to regaining the 

national presence we enjoyed before the Emergency;

* Over the past 4-6 months, not only has ECC been less 

effective than before but the right wing has considerably 

stepped up its anti-ECC propaganda. We cannot underestimate the 

damage done by the wide distribution of the Aida Parker 

Newsletter and by State propa<_. a.

4

* At the same time that ECC has beers endered less effective 

publicly, conscripts are becoming i .singly concerned about 

their call ups. Our constituency ma > o- w W o W  be- becoming 

more conservative but more and more conscripts are indicating 

their opposition to conscription.
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In the light of this assessment, NC felt that cuMrrV-va.r 

on the scale of the TOC and WJP, is desperately needed. Such a 

campaign will obviously involve some risk - we need to assess 

this realistically and prepare for it. But we exist as an 

organisation in order to campaign and, without being reckless, 

campaign we must .

At this early stage of discussion, the aims of the campaign can 

be said to be : reestablishing a national ECC presence, 

covx.c\r<>A-\cŝ  anti-ECC propaganda and providing our constituency 

with information and an understanding of what is happening in 

our country. We will need to work out the aims more carefully 

and specifically as our planning progresses.

Theme and Orientation of the Campaign

NC felt that the campaign should be orientated around, what for 

many white people, is the issue of concern - the call-up.

The suggested theme (as ck guide for our thinking rather than 

public use) is : "What cost this call-up?"

The campaign would involve looking at the different costs of 

the call-up that are of concern to different people - moral/ 

ethical, personal, economic, psychological, etc. It would cover 

the range of concerns that conscripts have, from being used in 

the townships to simply being inconvenienced.

Most of our actions and campaigns in the past have involved ECC 

talking _to conscripts, to its constituency. This campaign would 

be fundamentally different. It would involve conscripts talking 

to/petitioning the government. It would hinge around conscripts 

saying to the government;1 change the law', 'recognise our 

right to choose.1

At every level and in every action 0 he campaign, conscripts 

who have'done and who have still 1 -o their military service 

will be centrally involved. The aign is an opportunity for 

ECC to justify its claim to be sp king on behalf of conscripts.



By directing the campaign at the government teve-i throughout, 

we can intensify pressure on it to change or at least improve 

the law. We could also be avoiding contravening the Emergency 

Regulations as we would not be inciting people to discredit or 

undermine conscription, but vajoa\<L be calling on the 

government to change the law (- this opinion needs to be 

checked with lawyers ).

Forms of Action

Only a few ideas came out of the NC meeting : organising forums 

for conscripts to act/speak; conscripts going on walks/marches; 

approaching an independent company to survey attitudes to 

conscription amongst white youth.

Brainstorming ideas for action will be far more creative and

productive if done by regions once there is agreement on the 

campaign.

Legal Position

We need to check out the legality of the campaign with our 

lawyers and, if necessary, tailor it accordingly.

Regional Differences
1

Clearly not all branches will be able to take up such a 

campaign in the same way. In some regions, either because of 

the organisational strength of ECC or because of the level of 

harassment, the campaign will have to be fairly low profile. 

These regions should not feel under pressure to take up the 

campaign in ways they think are inappropriate.

Where to from here

We need much discussion about this proposal in all the regions. 

This will be difficult in regions that are in the middle of 

campaigns or already winding down. But we need to start
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planning now if we are to pull off a major national campaign 

around the February call-up.

Regions need to consider the following questions :

* Is a high profile national campaign a correct strategy for 

ECC, given Emergency conditions?

* Are the proposed orientation and theme of the campaign 

appropriate for your region? Are there conceptual changes you 

would like to make?

* What should the public theme of the campaign be?

i

* What forms of action could be national actions?

* What should the timing of the campaign be? When should it 

begin and for how long should it continue?

«



End Conscription Campaign
227/9 Khotso House 
42 De Villiers Street 
Johannesburg 
2000
Tel: 337-6796 
Telex: 4-86519 S.A.

Minutes of ECC National Committee Meeting held on 17, 18 and 19 October 1986

1) Present

Representatives from Cape Town, Stellenbosch, Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown, Pietermaritz
burg, Durban, Johannesburg, and Pretoria. The National Organizer and National Secretary 
were also present.

2) Apologies

An apology was received from the National Treasurer.

3) Regional Reports

Th^ following are brief summaries of reports from ECC branches:

Grahamstown

Conditions in the town were described as being like a seige. There has been continued 
harrasment and detention of ECC members. Despite this the morale of the group is high 
and structures are cohesive. There has been close coordination with the Rhodes ECC 
group. Items of media (nemsletters, stickers, a pamphlet and a newspaper ad) have 
been produced and distributed. ECC's public presence has been due exclusively to the 
media. There has been a good internal education programme (coordinated with PE).

Johannesburg

ECC is looking good with cohesion being a strong point. The "ECC Speaks" campaign 
ensured that sub-committees took responsibility for all areas of the campaign. The 
Coordinators Committee has been useful in building the organization. The internal 
education programme has been very good with high attendances. Possibilities for rec
ruitment are being investigated. Harrasment has not been as intensive as earlier in 
the emergency although members have received death threats, and members of the security 
police attempted to gain access to the public meeting. Public profile has been good. 
There has been a high press profile with a healthy debate going in the papers. There 
is work underway towards establishing a coalition in which ECC will participate.

Pretoria

The cohesion and morale of the working group has been good. This has unfortunately 
not been the case for the sub-groups. There has been limited harrasment and security 
has been tight. More work needs to be put into internal education. Public profile 
should shortly get a boost with a focus on the right to speak which will include a 
broad meeting, media and press work.

Port Elizabeth

The security situation is similar to that in Grahamstown, and although a number of ECC 
detainees have been released, Janet and Dom are still being held. The group is very 
cohesive and has a strong sense of achievement in this respect. Emphasis has been 
placed on internal education and the development of skills. There has been some pro
file in the press. More profile activities are being considered. An attempt is being 
made to draw more people into the group.
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East London

Contact has been maintained with individuals in East London.

Stellenbosch

The ECC is still banned by the university. After a period of deterioration immediately 
after the emergency an effort is now being made to improve structures for participation 
and democracy. Work has gone into producing media (teachers, badges, pamphlets, lett
ers in Die Matie, and a talk show on Radio Matie), and an alternative culture evening. 
Possibilities for bringing legal action against the university are being considered.

Cape Town

The general state of Cape Town was described as static with a lot of scope available 
for work. The Right to Speak campaign was a success with media being produced and 
distributed, as well as a concert and public meeting being held. Press profile has 
been inconsistent. Possibilities for broadening the front, and for house meetings 
are being considered. Internal education requires more work. There have been 
regular meetings with other white organisations. At present energies are being put 
into the cultural festival and the "War is no solution" campaign. (See Appendix 1)
The A6M is to be held in late November.

Durban

A comprehensive written report was presented which is attached. (Appendix 2) 

Pietermaritzburg

ECC has a high profile amongst other organisations in the town. Activities have in
cluded the Right to Speak campaign consisting of media, the public meeting and the ad. 
There has been a regular stall at the local flea market. This has created a conflict 
with the Cith Council. There has been a good programme of internal education. Plans 
include an AGM, a birthday dinner and a possible "Troops Out" protest.

Campuses

Wits

There have been a number of succesful activities including the election to the SRC of
2 ECC candidates, an Anti-war film festival and a Summer Festival (with bands, stalls, 
etc.). There have been educational seminars held with other organisations. A sub-co
mmittee of front organisations has met. An unfortunate development has been a spillover 
of conflicts within NUSAS into ECC. It has been felt that ECC should distance itself 
from these conflicts.

Rhodes

The detention of key members was a setback. With very tight security being exercised 
the organisation is slowly opening up. Three sub-committees (culture, media and contact) 
are operating. Work has included meeting with member organisations, the production of 
a pamphlet and a poster, a concert, as well as contributing to Rhodeo. Difficulty is 
being experienced with the university admin which has appointed a censor to vet all 
publications.

Pietermaritzburg

The group on campus was started after the declaration of the state of emergency. It 
is structured as an ECC sub-committee. Work has included conducting a yellow ribbon 
campaign, the production and distribution of media, placing an ad in the student news
paper, and painting a "peace wall" in a campus canteen.



UCT

A decision ha-s been taken to alter the status of CAG from an SRC sub-committee to the 
establishment of an independent ECC front on campus. Work recently was limited due 
to the SRC elections in which an ECC candidate was put forward and elected.

Durban

For a large part of the emergency the campus group was susumed into the larger ECC 
group. Effort is now being put into establishing a campus front. A workshop with po
tential member organisations has been held. Work has included publicity about ECC 
and its legal status, a column in Dome, distribution of At Ease by hand, distribution 
of postcards, stickers and pamphlets. An internal education programme is being worked 
on.

Pretoria

There is no formal ECC presence on the UP campus. A group of students is interested 
and an attempt is being made to draw them into ECC sub-committees.

A general discussion on ECC's relationship with NUSAS was held. It was felt that differences 
within NUSAS were having a negative effect, both on the relationship between ECC and NUSAS, 
and within the campus ECC groups. It was decided to set up a meeting with the NUSAS Exec 
early in the new year to resolve these problems. (D.S. and L.N.)

4) COSG Conference

We received a report on the recent COSG Conference. The minutes of the conference are 
attached. (Appendix 3)

5) National Assesment

Trends were summarised as follows:

ECC Internally

Cohesion and morale were good. Recruitment was still a problem although it had been 
placed on the agenda in all regions. Internal education was insufficient as was work 
with the front. Security consciousness was high where harrasment was high Developing 
organisational skills and leadership training were seen as high priorities.

ECC Public Profile

More media had been produced and public meetings held. Public profile had improved 
as compared to the start of the emergency, although it was still weak.

Specific items discussed in terms of the national assesment were:

Coalitions

A general discussion was held regarding ECC participations broader coalitions. It 
was felt that there are problems associated with such participation, although there 
are strong motivations for participation. Guidelines for participation raised were:
* ECC should participate from a position of strength;
* the coalition should be Ad Hoc and have clear goals;
* the broader context is important in assesing whether ECC can benefit from partici

pation.

ECC as a front

A brief discussion on the advantages of working as a front was had as the basis for 
further work in improving the front.



Detainees Support 

A number of ideas were raised:

* The availability of money for travel to visit detainees needs to be investigated 
(D.S.)

* A booklet oh the rights of detainees under the emergency needs to be compiled (Gtn,
C.T., and D.S.)

* It is ECC's responsibility to ensure that there is consultation between lawyers and 
the organisation.

* Consultation with DESCOMs must happen.
* We need to improve inter-regional coordination of support to detainees. Regions 

must pass on full details of detainees to the National Secretary to ensure this 
(Nat Sec)

* Counsel ling for ex-detainees is a high priority.

Organisational Training

It was felt that an organisational skills pack is vital. Regions should send contrib
utions and ideas to D.S. (D.S. and L.N.)

Regions were encouraged to send materials from I.E. programmes to other centres. (Regions' 

Rhodes Journalism Department have a number of videos which can be used as resources.

6) Conceptual Discussion

A general "State of the Nation" discussion was held from which the general trends in the 
white community could be identified. These trends can be listed as follows:

* there is a continuing polarisation among whites;
* an increasing conservatism can be identified;
* major issues for whites were the future , sanctions, imigration, and conscription-
* there is a serious lack of information;
* smear tactics are thus having an effect in this climate;
* there are increasing signs of resistance from conscripts.

In summary, it was felt that were confronting a number of options regarding the future.
This provided an opportunity for ECC to put its views.

An assesment was then made of ECC's effectivity over the first four months of the emergency.
It was felt that we had not sufficiently tested the emergency regulations. We were to an 
extent not as strong as previously. Our potential however was greater. There was a need 
to gain the initiative and dynamism of before. We needed to assert our presence, and if 
necessary, take risks. It was stressed that on this point regional variations regarding 
the security situation had to be remembered. We also had a responsibility to provide in
formation to whites.

We identified various tasks for ECC. These were:

* the need for a national presence through a national campaign. This would maximise our 
potential;

* the need to provide information;
* the need to counter the smear against ICC;
* the need to make a special effort to reach conscripts.

7) Planning 

National Campaign

It was felt that the idea of a campaign focussing on the war being no solution was a good 
one and that we need to discuss it in our regions. It was felt that the campaign could 
start with small actions leading to a peak from the time of the February call up until

5/ . . .



some time in March.

The campaign would pick up on the human, emotional, social, psychological, economic and 
political costs of the call up. A special effort should go into letting conscripts and 
those affected do much of the speaking of the campaign ideas. It was envisaged as a 
campaign with mass participation in direct action. We need through it to adress the gov
ernment directly.

An idea of a market survey on conscription to feed into the campaign needs to be invest
igated. (D.S.)

The legal implications of the campaign need to be investigated. (Regions)

Natal Command Delegation

Durban will continue to investigate possibilities with lawyers. (DBN)

Aida Parker Newsletter

We received a report of the proceedings in the Media Council and it was felt that a great 
effort needs to go into follow-up work.

A publication based on our submissions is to be produced (D.S.)

Regions are to investigate all potential recipients of the publication. (Regions)

Possibilities to bring actions against other smears based on the APN are to be investigated. 
(Regions, D.S. and L.N.)

Harrasment

Regions which have not submitted full details to D.S. must do so. (Regions)

A document is to be drawn up chronicling the harrasment of ECC. (D.S. and JHB)

National Call for Unity

Now that there is clarity regarding the demands of the call we need to decide whether ECC 
can endorse the call. Regions have to come to a decision by Nov 14. (Regions)

Durban Academic Conference

It was felt that this could be a positive national event. It was felt that more time should 
be spent in preparation and that an academic host should be found for the conference. (DBN)

Cultural Festival

A report on the festival is attached. (Appendix A) Regions were to inform the Cape Town 
planning group about ECC contributions from their centres. (Regions)

Cape Town is to arrange a get together of ECC people at the festiaval. (C.T.)

Dominic

We were informed that Dominic now has the status of an awaiting trial prisoner.
The Cape Town support group were to be asked to compile a campaign pack to be used by the 
centres. (C.T.)

Relations with the Black Community

It was felt that more information about ECC and conscription should be provided to the black 
community. It was felt that more attention should be placed on the black press (regions 
and D.S.) Regions should also look at other possibilities. (Regions)
-------- 6/...



Legal Action

A few guidelines for bringing court actions were agreed to. These were:

* care should be taken to consult with black organisations;
* ECC should provide an organizational reference point for lawyers;
* the organization should be consulted about legal arguments;
* in the course of applications individuals should not apologise for involvement in ECC. 

Grahamstown is to pull together a list of further points to consider. (Gtn)

The availability of funds for legal costs needs to be investigated. (D.S. and L.N.)

Draft Bill

It was felt that ECC should present evidence to and request a hearing of the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee appointed to consider the new Defence Ammendment Bill. Cape Town is 
to work on a memo and distribute this to the regions. (C.T.)

Books

A second draft outline for the CIIR book was presented. Regions were requested to send 
comments to Laurie. (Regions)

We were informed that Taurus Publishers are shortly to publish a book called Forces Favour
ites - Die Boek. It will include a forward by ECC. (D.S. and Jhb)

National Publication

Johannesburg is to take responsibility for drawing up a proposal. (Jhb)

Vula!

We are to place an insert in the next issue. (D.S. and Jhb)

Diary

Johannesburg proposed that ECC produce a diary for 1987. They will pull together ideas 
from the regions into a proposal. (Regions and Jhb)

8) International

We received a brief report on ECC's recent international contact. Justin has begun his 
stay in London and is working on plans with the CIIR.

We have received news that European Nuclear Disarmament (END) is interested in having an 
ECC person conduct a workshop at their conference in June/July next year.

All regions liked the idea of the International CO Day focussing on SA next year. More 
details were requested of WRI. (D.S.)

We were informed that plans for the US tour were underway. Problems were raised about how 
we deal with contact with the ANC which was seen as an inevitability. These problems were 
raised in the context of the ongoing campaign to criminalise ECC. WRL were to be written 
asking if arrangement could be such that they minimise the problems. (D.S.) It was 
stressed that it was important that WRL are the sole hosts of ECC. Regions were asked to 
rediscuss going on the tour and to report by 7 Nov. (Regions)

9) Finances

Our financial situation was reported on. Regions were asked to make applications for funds
to Steven. When doing so they should indicate how much they could raise themselves. 
(Regions) 7 /



10) National 

Coordination

Suggestions for improving National Coordination were:

* Telephone times should be stuck to;
* campuses should get copies of packages;
* netter envelopes should be used (!).

National Committee

There was general agreement that the second NC rep was a good idea. It was felt however, 
that all national structures need to be reassesed. A framework for discussion will be sent 
to regions. (D.S. and L.N.)

It was felt that campus groups should be seen as part of regional branches and not as 
seperate entities. Campuses should nevertheless aim at an independent coordinating struc
ture. To this end campuses are to exchange safe numbers and adresses. (Campuses and D.S.)

A national campus meeting to be held soon was proposed. Campuses were to discuss where 
and when by 31 Oct. (Campuses and D.S.)

National Conference

It was felt that the time was not right for a conference. 

National Employees

David and Laurie reported on their work.

We then discussed national employees for next year. It was agreed that there should be 
two national organisers and a national secretary. The breakdown of the work of the two 
national organisers should not be on a regional or constituency basis at this point.

We discussed criteria and qualities for the jobs. These were:

National Secretary:

National Organisers: * must be able to travel
* must relate well to others
* ability to speak English and Afrikaans an advantage
* must have thorough organisational and political skills
* must have experience of working in ECC
* Must have a national feel for ECC
* Must have the energy necessary
* should have public speaking skills
* must be presentable

k must have PR skills
k should have media/writing experience
* should have a national feel for ECC
* should be efficient and have administrative skills
* should be approachable

Regions were to send motivations to David by 31 Oct. (Regions)
David would then compile the motivations into a pack and send these to the regions. (D.S.) 
By 21 Nov regions must have prioritised their choices and sent these to David. (Regions) 
These choices would then be circulated. (D.S.)

Final decisions and appointments would be made at the December NC meeting. The new employ
ees would start their work in January. It was suggested that the potential new employees 
attend the December NC meeting.



National Treasurer

It was suggested that if the National Secretary could do it, s/he should be responsible 
for the raising and allocation of funds. A bookkeeper should be employed to look after 
our books.

Regional Employees

Cape Town wish to continue with their employee. Durban is in the process of assesing theirs.

11) Next Meeting

This will happen in December.
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